Supernova explosions of massive stars are one of the primary sites for the production of the elements in the universe. Up to now, stars with zero-age main sequence masses in the range of 35-50 M had mostly been representing the failed supernova explosion branch. Contrarily, it has been demonstrated recently that the appearance of exotic phases of hot and dense matter, associated with a sufficiently strong phase transition from nuclear matter to the quark-gluon plasma at high baryon density, can trigger supernova explosions of such massive supergiant stars (Fischer et al. 2018) . Here, we present the first results obtained from an extensive nucleosynthesis analysis for material being ejected from the surface of the newly born proto-neutron star of such supernova explosions. These ejecta contain an early neutron-rich component and a late-time high-entropy neutrino-driven wind. The nucleosynthesis robustly overcomes the production of nuclei associated with the second r-process peak, at nuclear mass number A 130, and proceeds beyond the formation of the 3 rd peak (A 195) to the actinides. These yields may account for metal-poor star observations concerning r-process elements such as strontium and europium in the galaxy at low metallcity, while the actinide yields suggests that this source may be a candidate contributing to the abundances of radioactive 244 Pu measured in deep-sea sediments on Earth.
INTRODUCTION
Core-collapse supernova (SN) explosions have long been considered as the main site for the nucleosynthesis of the elements in the universe. Explosive siliconand/or oxygen burning, associated with the propagation of the SN shock through the stellar envelope, is the main source of intermediate mass and a fraction of iron-group nuclei in the universe, in combination with thermonuclear SN (type Ia). The production of elements heavier than iron has been traditionally associated to the neutrino-driven wind (NDW). This low-mass outflow is ejected via neutrino heating from the surface of the newly-formed proto-neutron star (PNS) during the deleptonization phase which starts after the SN explosion is launched, i.e. the explosion shock expands continuously to increasingly larger radii.
In Qian & Woosley (1996) it has been demonstrated that the conditions of the NDW are entirely determined by (i) properties of the PNS, e.g., in terms of radius and mass which depend on the SN evolution prior to the exploions onset and on the equation of state (EOS), and by (ii) the properties and conditions of neutrino decoupling from matter at the PNS surface. The latter are given by neutrino diffusion from the PNS interior on a timescale of 10 seconds, which leads to the deleptonization of the PNS. Both aspects (i) and (ii) are correlated, e.g., the weak rates which drive the deleptonization depend on the EOS (see, e.g., Martínez-Pinedo et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2012) whilst the rate of the deleptonization determines the contraction behavior of the PNS.
Present models of the PNS deleptonization based on three-flavor Boltzmann neutrino transport fail to yield rprocess conditions, generally too small neutron excess in combination with generally too low entropy per baryon prevent any strong r-process nucleosynthesis. This led to the consideration that binary neutron star mergers could be the major r-process site (for some recent work, cf. Goriely et al. 2011; Korobkin et al. 2012; Fernndez & Metzger 2013; Wanajo et al. 2014; Just et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2016; Radice et al. 2016; Siegel & Metzger 2017, and references therein) . However, there are large uncertainties, in particular, the mass ejection and the timescale until merger are presently still under debate. Relatedly, it is still unclear if binary neutron star mergers can account for the galactic r-process enrichment at low metalicity (cf. Argast et al. 2004; Cowan & Sneden 2006; Sneden et al. 2008; Wehmeyer et al. 2015) , the europium-to-iron abundance evolution at high metalicity (Komiya & Shigeyama 2016; Hotokezaka et al. 2018; Cote et al. 2019) , and if the age-metalicity correlation generally holds (Hirai et al. 2015) . It points to the ne-cessity of an r-process site at low metalicity related with core-collapse SN. Therefore, rare and still speculative sites for the r process associated with massive star explosions have been considered, such as magnetically driven jet-like explosions ). However, the strong magnetic fields required for this mechanism to operate and the possible growth of hydrodynamics instabilities, which are likely to dump the formation of jets (for details, cf. Mösta et al. 2014) , are presently under investigation. Moreover, the inclusion of neutrino transport in such simulations may challenge the present results regarding the r process.
The NDW nucleosynthesis depends sensitively on the following three properties, expansion timescale τ , entropy per baryon S and electron fraction Y e . The latter is equivalent to the proton-to-baryon ratio (for more details, cf. Qian & Wasserburg 2007) . The originally found high-entropy NDW scenario of Woosley et al. (1994) , with S 100 − 300 k B and subsequently the NDW as robust r-process site with the production of heavy elements up to the 3 rd peak with nuclear mass number A ∼195, was soon after ruled out by Witti et al. (1994) and Takahashi et al. (1994) . Besides the entropy, Y e is determined by the spectral difference betweenν e and ν e , which in turn defines whether the nucleosynthesis path proceeds under neutron-rich (Y e < 0.5) or proton-rich conditions (Y e > 0.5). Therefore, neutrino transport is the key input physics in studies that aim to predict the nucleosynthesis outcome.
The numerical studies of Fischer et al. (2010) and Hüdepohl et al. (2010) were based on three-flavor Boltzmann neutrino transport, where generally small spectral differences betweenν e and ν e were found to favor proton-rich conditions. With the medium modifications at the level of the mean-field description of Reddy et al. (1998) for the charged-current weak rates, implemented in Martínez-Pinedo et al. (2012) and Roberts et al. (2012) , Martínez-Pinedo et al. (2014) revealed that the nucleosynthesis of elements heavier than molybdenum, with atomic number Z=42, cannot be obtained in canonical NDW from PNS connected with neutrinodriven SN explosions (see also Bartl et al. 2016; Fischer 2016 , where in addition medium modifications for the N -N bremsstrahlung were considered). These findings also reduce the possibility of nucleosynthesis associated with the νp process (for details, cf. Pruet et al. 2005 Pruet et al. , 2006 Fröhlich et al. 2006 ), which requires Y e > 0.5 in the presence of highν e luminosities. Moreover, the inclusion of weak physics beyond the mean-field level, e.g., nuclear many-body correlations, 1 is unlikely to alter these insights. Similar nucleosynthesis results are obtained by Wanajo et al. (2009) , related to the class of electroncapture SN (Kitaura et al. 2006 ), due to the fast ejection of neutron-rich pockets early after the SN explosions onset, aided by multi-dimensional SN simulations, which tends to increase the neutron excess (cf. Wanajo et al. 2011) .
In this article we present the detailed nucleosynthesis analysis of the recent results of massive star explo-1 Many-body correlations were taken into account in the study of Hüdepohl et al. (2010) for charged-current absorption and neutral current scattering processes following the treatment of Burrows & Sawyer (1998) . sions associated with supergiant stars of zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) masses on the order of 35-50 M (Fischer et al. 2018 ) as a rare site. Such core-collapse SN are launched from the sudden appearance of quark-matter via a 1 st −order phase transition at high baryon density in excess of normal nuclear density (ρ sat 2.5 × 10 14 g cm −3 ) in the PNS interior during the post-bounce evolution of such massive stars. The resulting energetic explosions produce smaller amount of iron-group elements than those obtained in normal core-collapse SN. The associated conditions of mass ejection, which give rise to the nucleosynthesis, will be discussed in the present paper.
In sec. 2 of this article, we review the newly developed class of hadron-quark hybrid EOS together with the associated SN explosions, with focus on the comparison to the canonical picture of mass ejection from SN simulations based on purely hadronic EOS. Sec. 3 discusses the conditions and results of the nucleosynthesis analysis. The yields obtained are discussed in comparison with metal-poor star observations as well as for 244 Pu are the foundation for the discussion presented in Sec. 4. The manuscript closes with a summary in sec. 5.
SUPERNOVA EXPLOSION MODEL
The SN simulations discussed in the present section are launched from the stellar progenitor with ZAMS mass of 40 M , from the solar-metallicity stellar evolution series of Rauscher et al. (2002) (labelled '...a28') . The SN explosions are triggered by the phase transition from ordinary nuclear matter with hadronic degrees of freedom to the quark-gluon plasma, during the SN post-bounce mass accretion phase. These simulations were performed with the SN model AGILE-BOLTZTRAN. It is based on general relativistic neutrino-radiation hydrodynamics in spherical symmetry, featuring three-flavor Boltzmann neutrino transport (cf. Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993; Liebendörfer et al. 2004, and references therein) . Table 1 in Fischer (2016) lists the set of weak processes together with the references used in the simulation setup of Fischer et al. (2018) . Note that we include here the (inverse)neutron decay as additional opacity source forν e which tend to turn material to the proton rich side during the PNS deleptonization as was discovered recently in Fischer et al. (2020) .
Hadron-quark hybrid equation of state
The new class of hybrid EOS, which was developed for the study of Fischer et al. (2018) , is based on the common two-phase approach. It employs the relativistic mean field DD2F EOS of Typel et al. (2010) for hadronic matter with density-dependent meson-nucleon couplings, and the string-flip (SF) microscopic quark-matter model of Kaltenborn et al. (2017) which was motivated from Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Further details can be found in Horowitz et al. (1985) and Röpke et al. (1986) . Repulsive vector interactions are included (cf. Benic et al. 2015; Klähn & Fischer 2015, and references therein) . They give rise to additional pressure contributions with increasing density which is essential in order to be consistent with the existence of massive neutron stars with 2 M (Fonseca et al. 2016; Antoniadis et al. 2013; Cromartie et al. 2020) . In this work we employ the parametrizations DD2F-SF-2, see Table I in the supplementary material of Bauswein et al. (2019) . We note here that this hybrid DD2F-SF EOS was used in the study of binary neutron star mergers of Bauswein et al. (2019) , which gave rise to a strong signature of a 1 st −order phase transition in the gravitational wave signal. The corresponding cold neutron-star (or hybrid star 2 ) mass-radius relations are given in Fig. 2 of the supplementary material of Bauswein et al. (2019) , with an onset mass for quark matter at 1.37 M and a maximum hybrid star mass of 2.16 M .
In Table 1 we list selected properties of the DD2F-SF-2 EOS at T = 0 and β-equilibrium as well as T = 50 MeV and for a fixed proton fraction of Y p = 0.3.
The key feature for the SN evolution is the 1 st −order phase transition and the subsequent release of latent heat. For the phase transition from DD2F-to-SF a Maxwell construction is applied. It results in the typical pressure plateau in the hadron-quark mixed phase for symmetric matter, i.e. at proton fraction of Y p = 0.5, and at T = 0. The corresponding phase transition onset(final) densities are listed in Table 1 . At finite temperature and arbitrary Y p , the phase transition region widens substantially (see Table 1 ). Moreover, the phase transition resembles more closely a Gibb's construction due to the presence of more than one conserved charge (details about the construction of phase a transition in the presence of more than one conserved charge can be found in Hempel et al. 2009 ). It results in a finite pressure slope also in the hadron-quark mixed phase. Recently, it has been found in the studies of Yasutake et al. (2014) and Maslov et al. (2019) that taking into account the more realistically the appearance of different shapes during the phase transition, e.g., bubbles, rods and slabs collectively known as pasta phases, would resemble more closely such a phase transition construction.
Supernova explosions triggered by the hadron-quark phase transition
In the following, we present a brief description of the supernova explosion mechanism due to a hadron-quark phase transition, additional details are provided in Fischer et al. (2018) . Essential is the mixed-phase region between the two stable hadronic and quark phases, which is thermodynamically unstable. Once the central PNS enters this hadron-quark mixed phase, it becomes gravitationally unstable and the PNS contraction develops into an adiabatic collapse proceeding supersonically. The collapsing PNS core bounces back in the pure quark-matter 2 Hybrid stars are neutron (or proto-neutron) stars with quarkmatter core. to the radius R, at about 5 second after the SN explosion onset was launched with the continuous acceleration of the second shock originating from the hadron-quark phase transition, comparing the hadronquark DD2F-SF-2 hybrid EOS1 (solid green lines) and a PNS from a neutrino-driven SN explosion with the DD2 hadronic EOS (grey dashed lines) from Fischer et al. (2020) . The thin vertical lines mark the locations of the neutrinospheres of last scattering for νe (solid),νe (dash-dotted) and heavy-lepton flavors (µ/τ -(anti)neutrinos) collectively denoted as νx = ν µ/τ (dashed). phase due to the stiffening induced from the repulsive vector interactions (for details, cf. Benic et al. 2015; Klähn & Fischer 2015) . This evolution is similar to the stellar core bounce when the stellar core collapse halts at the phase transition to homogeneous nuclear matter, however, in the vicinity of ρ sat .
While the outer layers of the PNS are still in the mixed phase and hence collapsing, the abrupt halt of the PNS collapse in the pure quark phase results in the formation of an additional strong hydrodynamic shock wave, in addition to the stalled SN accretion shock front standing at a radius of ∼50 km. The propagation of this second shock wave is driven from the release of latent heat as hadronic matter keeps on falling onto the second shock being turned into quark matter. Furthermore, the second shock accelerates when reaching the PNS surface. Matter velocities are reached on the order of the speed of light. The propagation of the shock across the neutrinospheres of last scattering releases an additional millisecond neutrino burst (see Fig. 3 of Fischer et al. 2018) .
Important here is a generally extended post-bounce mass accretion period, on the order of 1 second, which results in massive PNS of about 2 M at the onset of the explosion. Hence, the remnants of such type of SN explosion are massive neutron stars with quark matter core of 2 M at birth. Both the strong shock produced by the second collapse and the presence of quark matter at the PNS interior have important consequences for the PNS properties as well as for the nucleosynthesis of the ejecta, which will be further discussed in sec. 3. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the PNS for the SN simulations with the DD2F-SF-2 hybrid EOS at about 5 seconds after the SN explosion onset, with a PNS containing about 1.95 M of baryonic mass. In comparison to a canonical neutrino-driven SN explosion (details can be found in Fischer 2016; Fischer et al. 2020) , launched from the 18 M progenitor from Woosley et al. (2002) and with the DD2 purely hadronic EOS 3 , the resulting PNS contains about 1.54 M of baryonic mass. The latter PNS is much less compact, with a larger radius on the order of 15-20 km (depending on the stage of deleptonization, in comparison to the radius of about 11-12 km of the massive PNS with quark matter core. Significant is also the lower central density and lower temperatures, on the order of ρ central = 4.6 × 10 14 g cm −3 and about T 30 MeV, respectively of the purely hadronic simulation, in comparison to ρ central = 1.0 × 10 15 g cm −3 and about T 40 − 50 MeV of the PNS with quark matter core (see Fig. 1 ).
Besides the rapid initial shock expansion, which is not observed in neutrino-driven explosions, the evolution of the central PNS proceeds along similar lines through the deleptonization due to the continuous emission of neutrinos of all flavors. These aspects will be discussed in the following section.
2.3. Proto-neutron star evolution beyond the supernova explosion onset The PNS evolution after the SN explosion has been launched for the SN simulation launched from the 40 M solar metallicity progenitor of Rauscher et al. (2002) (corresponding to the series labelled '...a28'), is illustrated in Fig. 2 (green lines), in comparison to the PNS evolution of the neutrino-driven explosion of Fischer (2016) where the hadronic DD2 model EOS was employed (grey lines in Fig. 2 ). Note that all times denoted in the proceeding figures are relative to the SN explosion onset time, t c , which we associate with the PNS collapse due to the hadron-quark phase transition. For the SN simulation based on the hadronic EOS DD2 EOS of Fischer (2016) , t c corresponds to the time when the shock waves crosses a radius of 1000 km. We note that in the quark matter phase at supersaturation density, the temperatures reach up to 30-60 MeV. Under these conditions, neutrinos are trapped completely. In the Boltzmann neutrino transport equation we employ the hadronic reaction rates. Therefore, we reconstruct the corresponding baryon (B) and charge (C) chemical potentials from those of up-and down-quarks as follows,
3 Note that the two hadronic EOS DD2F and DD2 are identical up to a density of about 2.5 × ρsat (see Typel et al. 2010) . Woosley et al. (2002) . We distinguish νe andνe, as well as representative for the heavy lepton flavors νx = ν µ/τ . The times are gauged to tc (see text for definition); for the 18 M model we select tc = 0.4 s corresponding to the moment of the neutrino-driven SN explosion onset when the explosion shock reaches a distance of about 10 3 km.
This approximation should hold for times less than 10 s, as long as neutrinos of all energies of 0.5-300 MeV, decouple in the hadronic phases. The associated partial neutron and proton densities are then obtained by the derivative of the thermodynamic pressure, n i = ∂P/∂µ i . Note further that all simulations are based on identical neutrino input physics, i.e. three-flavor Boltzmann neutrino transport with the same set of weak rates (see Table (1) in Fischer 2016), where for the neutrino-nucleon scattering rates inelastic effects and contributions from weak magnetism are taken approximately into account following Horowitz (2002) . The charged current weak rates are based on the fully inelastic treatment of Fischer et al. (2020) . Vertex corrections to the N -N bremsstrahlung, which tend to suppress the neutrino pair processes towards higher density, are taken into account following the approximate treatment of Fischer (2016) .
The largest difference, comparing the simulations with the hadron-quark DD2F-SF-2 hybrid EOS and the DD2 purely hadronic EOS, arises in the much faster PNS contraction illustrated via the radii R PNS . The PNS with quark-matter core is significantly more compact (see also Fig. 1 ), which in turn leads to PNS radii on the order of 10-12 km already during the early evolution on the order of 1 second after t c . This EOS effect has important consequences for the conditions at the PNS surface, e.g., indicated by the significantly higher temperature, in particular relevant at the neutrinospheres shown in Fig. 2 with initially T ν 5 − 6 MeV, in comparison to the simulations with the purely hadronic EOS where T ν 3.5 − 4.5 MeV. Consequently, also the neutrinospheres are located at generally higher densities (see ρ ν in Fig. 2) .
The evolution of the neutrino luminosities and average energies is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a), again in comparison to those of the neutrino-driven model from Fischer (2016) with the DD2 purely hadronic EOS in Fig. 3(b) . Despite the different behavior at early times, which is due to the 2 nd shock passage across the neutrinospheres, the magnitudes of the neutrino luminosities are on the same order. However, the average energies are significantly higher and approach a similar magnitude only towards late times ∼10 s. In particular the spectral differences betweenν e and ν e are larger, due to the higher temperatures of the protoneutron star for the hadron-quark case. For the luminosities there is a compensation between the larger energy fluxes found in the hadron-quark case and the smaller emitting area due the more compact PNS. The different PNS interior structure, in particular the higher density and temperature, feature a different Y e profile (see Fig. 1 ).
Dependence on the stellar progenitor
In order to study the sensitivity of the SN explosion scenario associated with the hadron-quark phase transition, in addition to the 40 M progenitor of Rauscher et al. (2002) discussed above, further SN simulation that are launched from the 35 M progenitor of Rauscher et al. (2002) (belonging to the same series labelled '...a28'), the 40 M progenitor of Woosley & Weaver (1995) , and the 50 M progenitor of Umeda & Nomoto (2008) , were performed. Selected quantities of all these simulations are summarized in Table 2 . All stellar models are at solar metallicity.
The largest impact with relevance for this study arises due to the different post-bounce mass accretion rates. Low mass accretion rates, on the order ofṀ 0.3 − 0.5 M s −1 , are found for the progenitors of Rauscher et al. (2002) and Umeda & Nomoto (2008) . These simulations feature an extended post-bounce mass accretion period on the order of 0.8-1.0 s, until the conditions for the hadron-quark phase transition are reached at the PNS interior. There is the direct correlation between high(low)Ṁ and short(long) t c , featuring not only more(less) massive PNS as remnants (see Table 2 ) but (2008) (2008), has the most dynamic NDW phase with highest PNS temperatures, highest reverseshock velocities and post-shock entropy per particle (see Fig. 4 ). The two other simulations launched from the 35 M and 40 progenitor from Rauscher et al. (2002) , feature longer post-bounce mass accretion periods until the hadron-quark phase transition and hence a less dynamic neutrino-driven wind phase with a less pronounced reverse shock, lower temperatures at the PNS interior, and a lower entropy per particle of the post-shocked region. Note the simulation with an extremely high postbounce mass accretion rate, the 40 M progenitor from Woosley & Weaver (1995) withṀ > 1.0 M s −1 , which exceeds the maximum mass of the DD2F-SF-2 EOS at the moment of the hadron-quark phase transition. As a consequence, the second shock wave formed also in this case cannot expand and trigger the SN explosion onset. Instead, the PNS behind the second shock wave collapses and a black hole forms. The enclosed baryon mass at this moment is given in Table 2 .
The SN simulation results of the remaining 3 progenitors, 35 M and 40 M of Rauscher et al. (2002) as well as the 50 M of Umeda & Nomoto (2008) with successful shock revival and subsequent explosions, are illustrated in Fig. 4 at three different times, about 2 seconds (left panel), 4 seconds (middle panel), and 10 seconds (right panel) after the explosion onset. From Fig. 4 one can identify that an earlier(later) phase transition leads to a more(less) energetic explosion. The diagnostic explosion energies listed in Table 2 (for the definition, see Fischer et al. 2010 , and references therein), contain contributions from the gravitational binding energy of the stellar envelopes. Note that they are estimated at about 10 s after the explosion onsets and may differ from the actual explosion energies which are associated with the kinetic energies of the ejecta at the moment of shock break out (cf. Fischer et al. 2018 ). Furthermore, the SN simulations with higher(lower) explosion energies feature a lower(higher) Y e of the NDW, and in turn a slower(longer) deleptonization phase as a consequence of the higher(lower) temperature at the PNS interior. Despite significant differences of the post-shock entropy between the different stellar models as well as the timescale for the appearance of the reverse shock (cf. Fischer et al. 2010; Arcones et al. 2007 , where the role of the reverse shock on the nucleosynthesis conditions has been studied in), the pre-shock entropy is most relevant for the primary nucleosynthesis path, while the reverse shock may have an effect on modifying the detailed abundance pattern (Arcones & Martínez-Pinedo 2011) . In Fig. 4 (bottom panels) we can identify that the pre-shock entropy for all models have similar magnitude with a slightly lower value for the 50 M model. Hence, it can be expected that most crucial for the nucleosynthesis outcome will be the values obtained for Y e , where we find larger differences indeed between the simulations of the different stellar models. Lowest values of Y e are obtained in the NDW for the simulations launched from the 50 M progenitor, due to the largest luminosity and spectral differences obtained betweenν e and ν e (see Fig. 4 ).
These differences of the SN explosion dynamics and of the neutrino fluxes and spectra have important consequences on the nucleosynthesis of heavy elements, in particular variations of the electron fraction and entropy per particle, which will be further discussed in the next section.
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS OF HEAVY ELEMENTS
In the following we consider the SN explosion launched from the 40 M progenitor of Rauscher et al. (2002) as reference case to illustrate and discuss the evolution of the nucleosynthesis relevant conditions as well as the results form detailed nucleosynthesis calculations.
For the nucleosynthesis analysis, ∼200 mass trajectories are being selected in a post-processing fashion from the co-moving baryonic mass mesh of AGILE-BOLTZTRAN, sampling ejecta driven by the shock from the outer stellar envelope for which the maximum density during the evolution never exceeds 10 10 g cm −3 , as well as those inner ones ejected from the PNS surface with density 10 10 g cm −3 before the shock passage. We adopt the nuclear reaction network used in Wu et al. (2019) to perform nucleosynthesis calculations for all the trajectories. The network uses experimentally measured nuclear masses, decay rates, and reaction rates, supplemented by theoretical prediction for quantities that are not yet determined by experiments. The theoretical masses and the beta decay rates are based on the FRDM mass model (Moller et al. 1995) and prediction from Moller et al. (2003) , respectively. Details of other theoretical reactions rates can be found in Mendoza-Temis et al. (2015) . For the inner ejecta, the nucleosynthesis computation for each trajectory is performed, starting at a temperature of T = 15 GK with initial abundances well within the nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE), determined by the following independent thermodynamic conditions Y e , T , and ρ. From T = 15 GK to T = 10 GK, the composition is evolved assuming NSE but we account for changes in Y e by e ± captures and ν e andν e absorption on free nucleons. For the neutrino absorption rates, we include the weak magnetism correction factors given by Horowitz (2002) suitable for the conditions in the NDW. For T < 10 GK, the evolution of the nuclear abundances are then computed with the full network. The temperature and the density evolution of the ejecta are given by the trajectory data from the SN simulation. Beyond the SN simulation time we extrapolate the evolution of density and temperature as ρ(t) ∝ t −3 and T (t) ∝ t −1 , featuring homologous and adiabatic expansion.
For matter being ejected from the outer stellar envelope that can undergo explosive oxygen and silicon burning, producing the iron group nuclei, we separate their treatments depending on the maximum post-shock temperature T max . For those with T max ≥ 10 GK, the nucleosynthesis computations are performed in a similar way as the inner ejecta by starting at the time when T (t) = min(T max , 15 GK). As for the trajectories with T max < 10 GK, we take the detailed isotopic abundances from the progenitor model and start their composition evolution from the beginning of our SN simulation time.
Below, we focus on the inner ejecta component consisting of ∼ 10 −2 M that allows for r-process nucle-osynthesis to occur. Before discussing the nucleosynthesis results, we first consider the properties of the ejecta. Fig. 5 (a) -(e) show the evolution of the tracer mass elements of the inner ejecta, in terms of radius r, Y e , entropy per nucleon S, temperature T , and density ρ, after the PNS collapse onset time denoted as t c . We classify these trajectories into three categories (see Fig. 5 ):
according to the evolution of the hydrodynamic quantities. The direct ejecta are driven almost entirely by the 2nd bounce shock and expand continuously outwards (see graphs (a) and (e) in Fig. 5 ). Due to the shock passage, their entropy experience a sudden increase to 10-60 k B per baryon (see graph (c) in Fig. 5 ). Also, due to the high post-shock temperature on the order of T 10 MeV (graph (d) in Fig. 5) , their Y e 's are reset by electron and positron captures to values between Y e 0.2 − 0.46 (see graph (b) in Fig. 5 ). Both, the intermediate ejecta and the NDW, are initially part of the PNS surface, which is experiencing large-scale oscillations due to the central quark matter phase settling into a quasi-stationary state after the highly dynamical hadron-quark phase transition. Consequently, intermediate ejecta and NDW have similar evolution as the direct ejecta during the first ∼3 ms after t c . However, they fall back into the steepening gravitational potential of the oscillating central PNS. Only the energy deposition of neutrinos emitted from the PNS is able to unbind the intermediate ejecta before them falling back entirely onto the PNS surface (ρ 10 10 g cm −3 ). As each of the intermediate ejecta mass tracers requires a different amount of neutrino heating to become unbound, their Y e and S exhibit large dispersion during the expansion ranging between Y e 0.26 − 0.5, and S 20 − 100 k B , respectively. For the NDW, all tracer mass elements fall back to the PNS surface before being ejected by neutrino energy deposition. Similarly, as typical for the NDW from a PNS, their asymptotic Y e 's are entirely determined by the neutrino luminosities and mean energies (Qian & Woosley 1996) . Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the following quantities, S, Y e , and the expansion timescale τ ≡ r/v, relevant for determining the nucleosynthesis outcome (cf. Hoffman et al. 1997) , together with the mass outflow ratė M = 4πr 2 ρv. These quantities are extracted at the moment when the temperature of the ejecta decrease below T 5 GK, plotted against the time when they reach r = 500 km. Fig. 6 illustrates the differences for the three kinds of ejecta. The direct ejecta (black segments) feature in general highṀ 0.1 − 1 M s −1 , and contain an early component with rapidly decreasing Y e , from Y e 0.45 to Y e 0.3, and decreasing entropy per baryon, from S 100 k B to S 20 k B , as well as expansion timescale τ decreasing from τ 100 ms to τ 10 ms, within the first 5 ms after the PNS collapse time t c (see Fig. 6 ). This early component corresponds to matter being ejected from the outermost parts of the PNS, with generally lower baryon density ρ 10 10 g cm −3 (see Fig. 5 ). After that, the secondary component of the direct ejecta from the PNS has more uniform properties, with Y e 0.23 − 0.26 and S 10 − 15 k B as well as expansion timescale of τ ∼ 10 ms, until t − t c 20 ms.
In contrast, the neutrino driven wind (blue segments) features generally high and even increasing entropy 100 S 300, relatively high and as well increasing Y e that transits from initially Y e ∼ 0.45 early on to higher values of Y e ∼ 0.5 at late time. This evolution of Y e , together with the low and decreasingṀ from 10 −2 M s −1 to ∼ 10 −5 M s −1 , are typical conditions found for the NDW (Martínez-Pinedo et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2012; Mirizzi et al. 2016) , except the high entropy. The high entropy of the wind originates from the high compactness of the PNS, as a direct result from the presence of quark matter at the PNS interior. Under radiation dominated conditions, the NDW entropy can be approximated according to Eqs. (40) and (49) of Qian & Woosley (1996) , following the Newtonian equations of the steady state NDW expansion. The expressions feature a direct dependence on the ratio of PNS mass and radius, i.e. the compactness of the nascent PNS. Such EOS effect on the PNS structure was the cause of the high entropy in the steady-state NDW study of Wanajo et al. (2001) , see model C in their Table I , however, without microscopic model EOS implemented. There, it was shown that the steady-state NDW, launched from a PNS with mass of 2 M and radius of 10 km, can lead to a high entropy of S 200 k B for neutrino luminosities of 10 51 erg s −1 , when general relativistic effects Pu is computed at τ 1/2 ( 248 Cm) t τ 1/2 ( 244 Pu), where τ 1/2 labels the half-life of an isotope; * * 60 Fe ejecta mass, corresponds to the stellar progenitor model (Rauscher et al. 2002; Umeda & Nomoto 2008) are included (see also Fig. 8 of Otsuki et al. (2000) and Fig. 11 of Thompson et al. (2001) ). This agrees qualitatively with our findings here based on general relativistic radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of the PNS deleptonization. However, we note that our NDW here has in general a higher mass ejection rate and shorter expansion timescale when compared to those derived in the steady-state wind studies.
In addition to the substantially higher entropy, the slightly neutron-rich conditions with Y e 0.45 obtained at early times t−t c 2 s are related to the slightly larger spectral differences betweenν e and ν e during the early cooling phase (see Fig. 3(a) ), compared to our reference hadronic PNS deleptonization (see Fig. 3(b) ). Later, material turns less neutron-rich when the spectral differences between all neutrino flavors continues to decrease, as can be identified from Fig. 3(a) . The intermediate ejecta (red segments) connect the transition from direct ejecta to the wind and therefore, once again, show diverse nucleosynthesis conditions. Fig. 5(f) shows the resulting nucleosynthesis abundances Y (A) as a function of mass number A for all trajectories, which in turn are shown in the panels (a)-(e) of Fig. 5 (thin curves) , as well as the values averaged over trajectories inside each kind of ejecta (thick curves). Both direct ejecta and the NDW produce all nuclei ranging from the first r-process peak (A ∼ 80) to the third peak (A ∼ 195). The production of nuclei beyond the second peak of A ∼ 130 in the direct ejecta is related to the second component with Y e 0.25 by r-process (see Fig. 6 ) while the early component of the direct ejecta with higher Y e is responsible for the production of the first peak nuclei (A ∼ 90) through the neutron-rich charged particle freeze-out (Meyer et al. 1998 ). In the NDW, the nucleosynthesis proceeds to nuclei beyond the third peak due to the combination of the high entropies S
200 − 300 k B and initially slightly neutron-rich conditions (Y e 0.45) for 2 t − t c 6 s. On the other hand, although the intermediate ejecta contain wide ranges of nucleosynthesis conditions shown in Fig. 6 (0. 27 Y e 0.5 and 20 S 100 k B ), they produce nuclei mostly between 50 A 130 without much beyond A ∼ 130 peak. None of the intermediate ejecta possesses the right combination of low-enough Y e or high-enough entropy to produce nuclei beyond the second peak.
In Fig. 6 , we also show the same curves from the other two SN explosion models with different progenitor masses of 35 and 50 M . Clearly, both models produce quantitatively similar behavior in terms of the classification of the ejecta and their corresponding nucleosythesis conditions. Notably, both 35 and 50 M models produce a slightly lower Y e in the direct ejecta than that was obtained in the 40 M model. The lower Y e obtained in the 35 M originates from the weaker explosion which, in turn, results in a lower post-shock temperature. Consequently, positron capture operate less effectively to raise Y e . On the other hand, although the 50 M model produces the strongest explosion among the three models and its ejecta have the highest post-shock temperature, the associated faster expansion compensates this effect such that the obtained Y e in the direct ejecta is also lower than that in the 40 M model. For the high-entropy pre-shocked NDW, the Y e in the 50 M is visibly smaller than the other two models (see Fig. 4 ), as discussed in Sec. 2.4. The amount of ejected matter contained in each component for all three models are listed in Table 3 .
We show the integrated nucleosynthesis yields of all three ejecta components from all three SN explosion models, compared to the measured Solar r abundance pattern in Fig. 7(a) , scaled to roughly match the abundances at both the first and the second peaks. It clearly shows that this source cannot be the dominating rprocess site accounting for the entire solar r abundances as the yields beyond the second peak are relatively reduced. Note that both the 35 and 50 M models produce larger amount of material above the second peak than the 40 M model. The enhanced production in between the peaks, 140 A 180, are due to the lower Y e obtained in the direct ejecta discussed above. On the other hand, the more pronounced third peak in the 35 M model is driven similarly by the low-Y e component of the direct ejecta, while in the 50 M model, it is due to the lower Y e of the high-entropy NDW (see Fig. 6 ).
IMPLICATIONS FOR GALACTIC CHEMICAL

EVOLUTION AND DEEP SEA MEASUREMENTS OF HEAVY ELEMENTS
The nucleosynthesis results presented in Sec. 3 reveal an r process elemental production. Here we discuss whether phase-transition powered SN explosions would be able to contribute to the chemical evolution of r process elements, especially at low metallicities, as well Tables 2 and 3 . Graph (a): Isotopic abundances in comparison to the solar r abundances (black dots), scaled to roughly match the abundance peaks at nuclear mass numbers A 80 and A 130. Graph (b): elemental abundances Y (Z) in comparison to measured abundances of two representative metal-poor stars, HD122563 (Roederer et al. 2012 ) and CS22892 (Sneden et al. 2003) ; the abundances are scaled to have the same value at atomic number Z = 38 (Sr).
as implications for 244 Pu measurements in deep-ocean crusts.
Galactic Chemical Evolution and low metallicity
stars Since many metal-poor stars in the early Galaxy have been found to exhibit abundance patterns similar to the solar r abundances (Sneden et al. 2008 ), a subset of them features under-produced abundances in the rare-earth region corresponding to elements with atomic numbers between 57 ≤ Z ≤ 71, above the second peak, in comparison to elemental abundances around Z 40. The latter refers to the so-called weak-r or limited-r stars (see e.g. Frebel 2018; Cowan et al. 2019 ). In Fig. 7(b) , we show the deduced r-process elemental abundances from our models in comparison to the measured abundances in two representative metal-poor stars, CS22892 (Sneden et al. 2003 ) and HD122563 (Roederer et al. 2012 ), scaled to match strontium (Z = 38). As discussed in Sec. 3, our models under produce heavy elements above the second peak in comparison to observations of CS22892, which represents metal-poor stars with abundance patterns similar to solar; still, they yield qualitatively similar abundances when compared to those observed in HD122563. This suggests that SN explosions powered by the quark-hadron phase-transition can be an important source contributing to the r-process enrichment in the early Galaxy and can possibly account for those with abundance patterns similar to that of HD 122563. We provide in Table 3 the produced amount of iron, strontium, and europium for each of the three SN explosion models, which can be used as input in galactic chemical evolution models. Note that in all three SN explosions, both the strontium and europium are predominantly produced in the direct ejecta due to the higher ejecta masses relative to the masses in the NDW (see Table 3 ). Interestingly, the large amount of strontium produced in all models, relative to iron, give rise to Y (Sr)/Y(Fe) being a factor of 10 larger than values inferred in metal-poor stars. The excessive amount of strontium may therefore be used to limit the stellar mass range or the fraction of massive stars that explode by the phase transition. Detailed comparison of our models with the observed abundances of strontium and europium in metal-poor stars will be reported in a forthcoming publication.
Deep-sea sediments containing heavy elements
The detection of 244 Pu isotopes in deep-sea sediments (Wallner et al. 2015) suggests the existence of rare nucleosynthesis sites, capable of producing large amounts of actinides, comparable to the typical yield predicted by binary neutron star merger simulations (see also Hotokezaka et al. 2015) . This would also apply for alternative rare sources associated with massive stars, such as the magneto-rotationally driven SN (cf. Winteler et al. 2012; Mösta et al. 2014) , or the collapsar accretion disk wind (Siegel et al. 2018) , which remain possible options. Our results compliment these considerations and might be a possible explanation for new, improved sensitivity measurements, which suggest that a more frequent source would be required to account for the observed small amount of 244 Pu being co-observed with 60 Fe (Wallner 2019): Only core-collapse supernovae can be responsible for the 60 Fe depositions in deep-sea crust samples. 4 Other sources, such as AGB stars, Type Ia (thermonuclear) SNe and kilonovae are most likely ruled out to account for the observed 60 Fe yields (for details, see Fields et al. 2019 , and references therein). Analogous, the NDW associated with an ordinary PNS composed of only hadronic matter fails to provide suitable condition for a strong r process (cf. Martínez-Pinedo et al. 2014; Fischer et al. 2020) . In particular, the associated nucleosyntheiss fails to account for any actinide production. Studies of another potential r-process site that may operate in the helium shell of the stellar envelope, aided by neutrino processes, only work in the low metalicity environment (Banerjee et al. 2011 ) and can thus not be responsible for the recent deposition in deep-sea sedi-ments.
In the light of this work, the high entropy and slightly neutron-rich conditions obtained in the NDW allow for the production of a small amount of actinides. In particular, all three explosion models explored here produce robustly 244 Pu, though of varying amounts of about 10 −10 − 10 −9 M (see Table 3 ). The 50 M model produces the largest amount of 244 Pu due to the lowest Y e obtained in the NDW, which originates from most compact PNS that gives rise to high ν e andν e luminosities and average energies, as discussed in previous sections.
The amounts of 60 Fe in our adopted pre-SN models are listed in Table 3 , being on the order of few times 10 −5 M (see also Rauscher et al. 2002) . Here, we neglect additional contributions to 60 Fe during the explosive nucleosynthesis phase due to the supernova shock passage as they are expected to be small for high mass progenitors (Limongi & Chieffi 2006) . However, notice that Limongi & Chieffi (2006) predict a much larger yield of 60 Fe. Comparing now the 60 Fe and 244 Pu yields from our models results in an abundance ratio of Y ( 244 Pu)/Y( 60 Fe) 10 −7 − 10 −4 , making our considerations an interesting scenario for the explanation of the combined occurrence of 60 Fe and 244 Pu in deep-sea sediments, yet this remains to be shown to be compatible with future samples.
SUMMARY
In this article, we have discussed the possibility of reviving the classical site for the r-process nucleosynthesis, massive star explosions. We performed self-consistent SN explosions launched from the 35 M and 40 M progenitors of Rauscher et al. (2002) and the 50 M progenitor of Umeda & Nomoto (2008) . The associated explosions are enabled due to the phase transition, from normal nuclear matter to a state of deconfined quark matter. The nascent compact PNS contain about 2 M (baryon mass) and have radii of about 10 km, with a massive quark matter core.
The key aspect for the nucleosynthesis here, in comparison to canonical core-collapse supernova explosions, is twofold: there is an early ejecta component, here further divided into direct and intermediate ejecta, featuring a short expansion timescale, moderately neutron-rich conditions with Y e 0.25 to Y e = 0.45 and a relatively low entropy per baryon on the order of a few tens of k B . This early ejecta component gives rise to the production of heavy elements associated with the 1 st , 2 nd and the rare-earth r-process peaks, including strontium and europium. The early ejecta are followed by the NDW, which we found here to be dominated by a highentropy component, again contrary to canonical NDW from purely hadronic PNS that result form neutrinodrive SN explosions, due to the massive and compact remnant.
The early direct and intermediate ejecta discussed in the present article show some similarity to the previous work of Nishimura et al. (2012) , where SN explosions from Sagert et al. (2009) and Fischer et al. (2011) were analyzed, that considered the hadron-quark phase transition based on the thermodynamic bag model. However, Nishimura et al. (2012) obtained somewhat less neutronrich conditions which is why their nucleosynthesis pattern shows a sharp drop of the abundances beyond mass number A ∼ 130. Moreover, the hadron-quark hybrid EOS employed in Sagert et al. (2009) and Fischer et al. (2011) are in conflict with a variety of constraints, e.g., their maximum hybrid star mass is significantly below the current constraint of about 2 M , resulting form high-precision measurements of massive pulsars in binary systems (Antoniadis et al. 2013; Cromartie et al. 2020) . This caveat has been overcome in the recent study of Fischer et al. (2018) developing a new class of hybrid EOS being in agreement with all present nuclear physics and astrophysics constraints.
Furthermore, the subsequent NDW ejected by neutrino heating, not only contain high entropies per baryon, on the order of 200-300 k B , but are also slightly neutron-rich with Y e 0.45 for several seconds. This enables the production of nuclei associated with the 3 rd r-process peak at mass number A = 195 and even the actinides, including the short-lived radioactive 244 Pu nucleus. However, the relative yields of this component are strongly suppressed compared to the 1 st and 2 nd r-process peak nuclei produced in the early ejecta.
Although the total r-process yields from this new class of SN explosions discussed here do not resemble the main r abundances pattern found in the solar system and in the majority of metal-poor stars, due to the reduced amount of nuclei above the 2 nd r-peak, all models produce abundance patterns similar to a subset of metalpoor stars enriched by a weak/limited r-process. This agreement indicates that the scenario discussed here can be an interesting source contributing to the r-process enrichment in the early galaxies. However, the large amount of the produced strontium relative to iron may limit the fraction of stars in this ZAMS mass range between 35-50 M to explode in this way. Further detailed galactic chemical evolution studies addressing this issue will be reported in an upcoming article.
Interestingly, the isotopic 244 Pu enrichment found in deep ocean crust samples, being associated with two past nearby SN identified due to the simultaneous 60 Fe enrichment, agrees broadly with the measured ratio of 244 Pu and 60 Fe yields from our predictions. This points to the fact that these events could belong to the present class of rare SN. As a consequence this new site for the 244 Pu measurement is currently under investigation.
It is presently still unclear if quark-matter degrees of freedom appear at high baryon densities that are possibly encountered in the interior of massive neutron stars as well as PNS. Moreover, the nature of such transition at high baryon density is uncertain, e.g., it could be of 1storder or a smooth cross over, as predicted by lattice QCD at high temperatures and vanishing baryon density (cf. Bazavov et al. 2012; Borsányi et al. 2014 ). Hence, complementary to the heavy-ion collider programs at FAIR at the GSI in Darmstadt (Germany) and NICA in Dubna (Russia), astrophysics of compact stellar objects has long been explored as a laboratory to probe the hot and dense phases of matter. The explosions of massive supergiant stars due to a 1 st -order phase transition at supranuclear density discussed in this work not only leave an identifiable signal via the emission of a millisecond neutrino burst (Fischer et al. 2018 ), but also a unique nucleosynthesis pattern. This opens a new possibility to provide a smoking-gun signature for (or rule out) SN explosions triggered by a (sufficiently strong) hadron-quark phase
